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A general nonparametric density estimation problem is considered in which the data is generated by a 
spatial point process. Several practical problems are special cases of it, including those of estimating 
the common probability density of a sequence of random vectors and estimating the product density of 
a stationary multivariate point process. 
Kernel and k-nearest neighbor estimators are defined and in each case the joint asymptotic normality 
and consistency of the estimates of the density at a given finite number of points is derived. 
product density * kernel estimate * near neighbor estimate 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following three problems: 
(i) Let . . . , X_, , X0, X,, . . be identically distributed, but not necessarily 
independent, random vectors having common density, p. The problem is to estimate 
p after having observed X,, . . . , XT. 
(ii) Estimate the rate at which earthquakes (above a certain magnitude) occur 
per unit time per unit area in a region. This is to be done using a record of the 
times and locations of the earthquakes which occurred there over a period of time 
T units long. 
(iii) Let N = (N, , . . . , N”,) be a stationary multivariate point process on a finite 
dimensional space. Estimate the product density of the process on the basis of a 
realization of N observed on a set of volume T. (See Example 1.3 for the definition 
of product density.) 
All these problems are special cases of the general density estimation problem 
discussed in this paper. Let D, , D2 E N = {1,2,3, . . . } and let .$ be a point process 
on [wD ([W=reals), h w ere D = D, + D2. Recall that a point process is a random 
mechanism which scatters points over a space in such a way that only a finite number 
fall into any compact set. A common formal interpretation is that a point process 
is a random measure, viz. the one obtained by putting a unit mass at each point of 
the process. In particular one can integrate a (possibly random) function w.r.t. (with 
respect to) a point process and thereby obtain an r.v. (random variable). (See 
Kallenberg, 1976, for an account of the mathematical theory of point processes.) 
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The intensity measure, Et, of .$ is defined set-wise: (E{)(B) = E[[(B)]. Denote it 
by V. Let A, CL, denote Lebesgue measure on [w, llXDl resp. and let ,u* = nfz pZjr where 
pZj is either A or Cz’%, 6,, where 6, = unit mass at m. Let p = p1 x p2. Suppose 
u +Z p (‘e;’ = ‘absolutely continuous w.r.t.‘) with Radon-Nikodym derivative p and 
suppose further that p(s, t), s E RDl, t E lRD 2, is constant in t, so it only depends on 
s. ((s, t) is the point of [wD whose first D, and last D2 coordinates are the same as 
the coordinates of s E (WDl and t E RD2, resp.) Let A be a given subset of RD. The 
problem is to estimate p after observing the restriction to A of a realization of 5. 
Problems (i)-(iii), which I show below are special cases, suggest that this formulation 
of density estimation is more general than those already studied in the literature. 
In this paper estimators of p are considered which generalize the kernel and 
k-nearest neighbor estimators which have been proposed for estimating probability 
densities. (See Section 2 for references.) Let K be an integrable function on IWDl. 
If p is continuous, then for S,,E Iw Dl and small u > 0, we have the approximation, 
(1.1) 
assuming the denominator in (1.1) is nonzero. This suggests substituting t(ds dt) 
for p(s)p(ds dt) = Et(ds dt) in (1.1) to arrive at the estimate 
I, K(y)[(ds dt) 
““‘(so)=~AK(~)~(dsdt)’ 
(1.2) 
One obtains different estimates depending on how u is selected. If u = h is fixed, 
then the estimate (1.2) is a kernel estimate, p^(s,), of p(so). On the other hand, let 
C(s,, r)={(s, t)EA: (s-so(~r} 
and 
R’(so,u)=inf{r~O: t(C(s,,r))>zI}, 
where 1. ) is the Euclidean norm. If u = R’(so, k) for some positive integer k, then 
(1.2) is the k-nearest neighbor estimate, j?(s,). 
I want to examine the asymptotic behavior of these estimates. To that end, allow 
A = AT, h = h(T) and k = k(T) to be indexed by a variable T which goes to a. T 
has the interpretation, the volume of the projection of A onto the last D2 coordinates 
is O(T) as T + CO. The ‘bandwidth’ h will depend on T in such a way that as T + co, 
h(T) + 0 but I%( T)Dl+ ~0. Similarly k will satisfy k(T) + 00 while k(T)/ T+ 0. 
The asymptotic distribution of the estimates will be derived under two assumptions 
on 5, which are, roughly speaking, as follows. The first says that it is very improbable 
that 5 will put more than one point in a given set of small volume (‘orderliness’, 
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Assumption 2.2). The second says that what 5 ‘does’ on a set is nearly uncorrelated 
with what it ‘does’ on a set which is far away in terms of the last D2 coordinates 
(‘mixing’, Assumption 2.3). 
The results in this paper depend on these assumptions via a single lemma, Lemma 
A.l, in the appendix. Thus, if Lemma A.l, which is a corollary of a theorem already 
in the literature, can be proved under weaker orderliness and mixing assumptions, 
then the hypotheses of all the results in the paper can be correspondingly weakened. 
The results, under regularity conditions on A and K, are as follows. Let s, , . . . , s, E 
lRDl be fixed and distinct. Then for large T, p^(s,), . . . ,@(s,,) ($(s,), . . . ,j?(s,)) 
are approximately independent and normal with variances proportional to 
P(%), . . . ,p(s,,) (p(s,)‘, . . . , P(.s~)~), respectively. (See Theorem 2.5 (2.7) below.) 
The details of these results and a few words on relevant literature are in Section 
2. The proof in the near neighbor case is found in Section 3. (The kernel estimate 
result is almost immediate from Lemma A.l.) Some technicalities and proofs are 
left to an appendix. 
Now I show how the three original problems fit into the general framework. 
Example 1.1 (estimation of the common density of a sequence of random vectors). Let 
the vectors X, be as in problem (i) and let D, be their dimension. Let D2 = 1 and 
let 5 be the point process on IwD (D = D, + 1) with points (X,, m), m E Z. Thus, p 
is the measure p, XC::_, 6,. Let A = R” x (;, T+$). This generalizes to the case 
in which each X, is itself a point process on Iw Dl with common intensity measure 
p(s) ds. 
Example 1.2 (estimation of the rate per unit time per unit area of earthquake occur- 
rence). Take D, = 2, D2 = 1, and let .$ have a point at (x, y, t) if and only if an 
earthquake occurred at location (x, y) and at time t. (So t_~ = Lebesgue measure on 
[w3.) It is reasonable to assume that 5 is stationary with respect to time and v is 
absolutely continuous. Thus, p(x, y, t) = (du/dp)(x, y, t) is constant in t. If B is the 
region of interest and J is the time interval during which the earthquakes were 
observed, then A = B x J. 
Example 1.3 (product density estimation). I outline the simplest case. Let N, and 
N, be two point processes on [wD2 defined on the same probability space. Suppose 
the bivariate point processes N = (N,, N2) is stationary. (N is stationary if for every 
pair of nonnegative measurable functions f,, fi on IwD2, the joint distribution of 
jf;(s + t) N,(ds), i = 1,2, is independent of t E RD2.) 
If D, = D, , so D = 2D2, the product measure n = N, x N2, will be a point process 
on IwD whose points are all pairs (u, T), where u is a point of N, , T a point of N2. 
Suppose n has an intensity measure ET < CL. Then the Radon-Nikodym derivative, 
q, is the product density of N. It follows from stationarity that q(s, t) = q(s - t, 0). 
LetA:aBD+IWD be defined by A(s, t) = (s - t, t). Let 5 be the point process, VA-‘, 
obtained by replacing each point (o, Q-) of n by A(a, T). Then v = EE < p with 
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Radon-Nikodym derivative p = q 0 A-‘, and p(s, t) is constant in t: p(s, t) = 
4(s + t, t) = 4(% 0). 
Observing N on B c lRDl is equivalent to observing 5 on A = A (B x B). 
2. Assumptions and main results 
I will use s to denote points in [WD1 and t for points in RD2. Three basic assumptions 
concerning 5 will be made. 
Assumption 2.1 (existence of density). Y = El < p with continuous Radon-Nikodym 
derivative p(s) = (dv/dp)(s, t) (s E RDl, t E a”>). 
Let D’ E N. If C, C’ E BD’ (Et” = Borels on [wD’) and 77 is a measure on IWD’, let 
nC = 77 (C) and denote by CT the restriction of n to C defined by CnC’ = 77 (C n C’). 
If f is a measurable function on IwD’, write nf= jf dn. 
Assumption 2.2 (orderliness). There is a continuous nonnegative function cy on [0, co) 
s.t. (such that) a(O) = 0 and, for C E BD bounded, 
(1 f5c,l) = indicator of {[C > l}.) For a general discussion of orderliness of point 
processes (on the line) see Daley (1974). 
If x E [w, let x+ = max{x, 0). Use “’ to indicate set complementation. If C E BD, 
denote by d(C) the o-field generated by Ct. If t E RD2 let r,t denote the ith 
coordinate of t. If t,, t,E lRD2, define t, s t2 coordinatewise. Define (--CO, t,] = 
{t E RDz: t 6 t,}. The third basic assumption is reminiscent of the mixing assumptions 
of Delecroix (1977) and Stein (1972). 
Assumption 2.3 (mixing). There exists a nonnegative function p on [0, CO) with the 
following properties: 
(i) ,f3 is decreasing. 
(ii) jm xDzPLp(x) dx <a. 
0 
(iii) Let t, At E [wDz and let X and Y be r.v.‘s measurable w.r.t. ti(sDl x (-a, t]) 
and d([WD1 x (-00, t + At]“), respectively, and suppose 0 < Var(X’) < ~0, 0 < 
Var( Y’) < co. Then 
]corr(X, Y)j<fi(min{[~i(At)]‘: lci<D,}). 
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As mentioned in the introduction, the results stated in this and the next section 
depend on Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 only through Lemma A.l. If Lemma A.1 holds 
with Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 replaced by other hypotheses, then the same substitu- 
tion can be made in the other results in this paper. 
Choose once and for all fixed and distinct points sl, . . . , s, E lRDl. Denote the 
closed Q-dimensional ball with a center at s and radius r> 0 by B(s, r). For each 
T > 0, let A = AT E BD. I next impose regularity conditions on AT. The first describes 
the asymptotic behavior of the size of the projection of AT onto the last D2 
coordinates. The second says, roughly speaking, that near each linear manifold 
s = sj, AT resembles a Cartesian product. The assumption holds in each of the 
Examples 1.1-1.3. 
Assumption 2.4 (shape of AT). We have 
sup{(t(: (s, t) E AT} =O(T’lD2) as T+a. (2.1) 
Furthermore, there exists Q,> 0 and, for j = 1, . . . , n and T > 0, there exist &, 
Fj7 E BD2, with Fj7 = FjT, satisfying 
(a) B(,s~; ~0) x Fg c {(s, t) E A,: s E B(sj; E~)}c B(sj; ~0) X FiT; 
(b) &Fj7\FjT) = O(1) as T+ co (‘\’ indicates set-theoretic subtraction); 
(c) foreachj=l,..., n, as T + 00, pz( FjT)/ T + +j > 0. 
Let K be a bounded measurable function on RDl which is 0 off B(0, l), where 0 
is the zero vector in [wDl, and suppose at first that j K(s) ds > 0. For each j, let 
!rj : (0, co) + (0,~). Define the kernel estimate of p(s,) by 
(2.2) 
Let Lj = L:(T) be the integral in the denominator of the right hand side of 
(2.2) and let L, = L,(T) = Thpl( T). I will make use of the condition 
hi(T)+0 but L,(T)+a as T+a, j=l,..., n. (2.3) 
Let j?(s,) = E@(s,). For functions u(T), v(T) write u - ZI if O< 
lim inf .,,~u(T)lu(T)I~limsu~,-,)u(T)I~(T)~ COO. The following theorem is a 
consequence of Lemma A.1 and Lemma 3.3 below. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 hold. Suppose further that 
jK(s)ds=l, Li--Lj-L, (j=l,...,n), and (2.3) holds. Then as T+co, 
(Lj)"'[fi(Sj)-i(S j= 1, . . . . n, are asymptotically independent and normal with 
mean 0 and respective variances p(si)JK2(s) ds, j= 1,. . . , n. 0 
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Since p’(Sj) + p(Sj) as T+ 00, @(Sj) is a consistent estimator. In fact, it is easy to 
see that Theorem 2.5 remains valid with p’(sj) replaced by p(s,), providing p is 
sufficiently smooth near sj and hj + 0 with sufficient speed. 
A treatment of kernel estimates of densities for point processes in the case of 
D, = 1 can be found in Ramlau-Hansen (1983). His approach is quite different from 
mine. Kernel estimation of a probability density when the data is dependent is 
discussed in Delecroix (1977) and Bradley (1983). Hart (1984) considers probability 
density estimation for autoregressive data and a special choice of kernel. His paper 
also contains further references. Ellis (1987) treats second order aspects of the 
convergence in distribution of j?( sj). The use of kernels to estimate product densities 
generalizes the histogram estimator proposed by Cox (1965). The asymptotics of 
this are explored in Brillinger (1975). 
Now 1 turn to the near neighbor case. Boente and Fraiman (1988) and Nguyen 
and Tran (1988) treat near neighbor density estimation for serially dependent data. 
These papers contain further references. 
Let k : (0, CO) + N. The following assumption will be needed. 
k(T)+co and k(T)/T+O as T-co. (2.4) 
(Usually I will write k instead of k(T).) 
Let T>O, r-20, v>O and j=l,..., n. Define 
CjT(r)={(s, ~)EA=: s~B(s~; r)}, 
Rj,( u) = inf{ r’ > 0: [CjT( r’) 3 u), (2.5) 
pjT( n) = inf{ r’> 0: VCjT( r’) 2 ul. 
The following assumption describes the kind of kernel functions I will consider 
for the near neighbor estimates. 
Assumption 2.6 (shape of K ). K : [w Dl+lQ is measurable, 0 off B(0, l), and satisfies 
a uniform Lipschitz condition on B(0, 1): There exists K <cc s.t. 
An example of a kernel satisfying the assumption is K = ~-‘l~(~,~), where x = 
p,B(O, 1) is the volume of the D,-dimensional unit ball. 
Recall that the k-nearest neighbor estimate, i(s,) is defined by 
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p*(Sj) is the asymptotic mean of j?(sj). 
Theorem 2.7. Supposep is strictlypositive at s, , . . . , s,. Suppose (2.4) and Assumptions 
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.6 hold and suppose j K(s) ds = 1. Then k”2[i(~j) -p*(s,)],j = 
1 ,..., n, are asymptotically independent and normal with mean 0 and variances 
~p(s,)‘p.,(K~), j = 1,. . . , n, respectively. 
See Section 3 for the proof. By the theorem, to show /(Sj) is a consistent estimator 
of p(s,) it suffices to show, 
p*7(sj)+p(sj) as T+co. (2.6) 
But p is continuous and ~$-(k) + 0 by (A.6) in the appendix, so (2.6) holds. What 
is more, if p is sufficiently smooth and k increases sufficiently slowly then p*(sj) 
can be replaced by p(s,) in the theorem. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2.7 
For the remainder of the paper all statements concerning limits and the asymptotic 
behavior of (random) variables are to be understood to mean as T -+ 00 unless 
otherwise specified. 
I begin with two results proved in the appendix. For each T> 0, j = 1, . . . , n, let 
&-:RD+lR be measurable and have following properties. 
The functions k( T)‘12JT, T > 0, j = 1, . . . , n, are uniformly bounded. 
(3.la) 
There exists r,, E (0, ~0) s.t. for every t E IwDz, j = 1, . . . , n, and T > 0, 
if Is-s~I>(~/T)“~I. r,, then&(s, t)=O. (3.lb) 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose p is strictly positive at s,, . . . , s,. Suppose (2.4) and (3.1) 
and Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.6 hold. Let & = yT( k( T)), j = 1, . . . , n, 
where, for v 2 0, 
and 
Y,(v) = v-“2[Rj,(v)D~ -pj(v)Dq 
RjT( V) = TIIDIRIT( v), pjT( v) = T1’D1p;T( v). 
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Then V,r,..., V,,, are asymptotically independent and normal with mean 0 and 
respective variances [xp(Sj)4j]p2,j = 1,. . . , n. Moreover, I$, is asymptotically indepen- 
dent ofAr(t- v&for i # j. 
If j = 1, . . . , n and r > 0, define the function YG( r) on RD by 
Xj(r)(s,t)=kP”2K[r-‘T1’DI.(s-sj)], (s, t)E[WD. 
Define Y’(0) = 0. Let Rj = RjT = Rjr( k) and pj = pjr = pjT( k). 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose p is strictly positive at s, , . . . , s,. Suppose (2.4) and Assump 
tions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.6 hold, and suppose p,K =O. Then AT(&- V)YC,(Rjr), 
j=l,..., n, are asymptotically independent and normal with mean 0 and common 
variance x-lt.~,(K~). Furthermore, A=([- v)YG(Rj,), j = 1,. . . , n, are asymptotically 
independent of V,, . . . , V,,. 
Assumption 2.4 simplifies certain integrals asymptotically. This is described in 
the following. 
Lemma 3.3. For each T > 0, let Gr be a measurable function on [WD which is 0 of 
B(s,; Er) x [wD2, where eT + 0 and let f be bounded and continuous on RD. If GT, T > 0 
are uniformly bounded, 
ATti(fGr) = JJ GAS, t)f(s, t)p(ds dt)+O(e?), (3.2) B(S,;ET)XF, 
where F, = FjT. Furthermore, if f (s, t) is constant in t it can be replaced by f(sj, t) in 
(3.2) providing 0( e:l) is replaced by 
T. 0(&F’) SUp{G7(S, t): SE B(Sj; &T), t E Fj}+O(eFl). q 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. We have, 
AvYG(Pj) k”‘[S(sj) -P*(sj)l = k-~$~~~~R,) - k-1,2Apy4(p,). 
J J 
(3.3) 
By Lemma 3.3 and the fact that ~_L~K = 1, we have 
k-“‘ApYt,( Rj) = k-’ PjTRpl + 0( k-‘RFI/ T), 
where W,, = pa(Fj)/T From Proposition 3.1 and (A.6) it follows that 
0( k-‘RyI/ T) = oP( k-‘). (See Bishop, Fienberg and Holland, 1975, pp. 475-485, for 
discussion of o,, 0, notation.) From definition of vi, 
k-“‘AuYc,(R,) = k-1’2’Pj&+ k-“PjiTp~l+op(k-‘). (3.4) 
Similarly, 
k-1’2ApY~(pj) = k-’ !Pj~Jp~ + o( k-l). (3.5) 
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Now, by Proposition 3.1 and Assumption 2.4, kp1’2PjTVj = op( 1). Since K is 
bounded, by definition of Rj, A&Xj(Rj) = 0p(k”2). By (A.6), AvYG(pj) = 0p(k1’2). 
Hence, combining (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), we get, using (A.6), 
k”‘[$(Sj) -p*(Sj)] 
= k-1~j’,,p~l[A~Y~(Rj)-AvY~(pj)]-k~1’2~j~AvY~(pj)+op(l) 
[(XPj)p1+oP(1)12 
, (3.6) 
where p, = p(s,). Let 
H =X+le(o,Ij, 
~j(r)(S,t)=k~“2H[r-1T1’D,.(~-~j)], r>O, SE!@, tEl@, 
Xj(0) = 0. 
Then by definition of pj and Rj, 
AvXj(pj) =x-‘k1’2= Ac$Xj(Rj). 
It follows that 
(3.7) 
where (X- X’)j = 74 - Xj. 
Claim. The last two terms of (3.8) go to 0 in probability. By Lemma 3.3 we have 
A~[~j(Rj)-~j(pj)l-A~[~j(Rj)-~j(Pj)l 
= k-‘12 7ry 
(I 
pj(K-H)[T”D$s-sj)/Rj]ds 
- pj(K-H)[T”Dl(s-sj)/pj]ds 
I 
+ (P(s)-Pj)(KIT1’Dl(s-sj)/Rjl 
I 
- K[ T1’D’(s - sj)/pj]) ds 
(p(s)-~j)(~[T1’Dl(s-sj)lRjl 
- H[ T1’Dl(s - s,)/p,]) ds 
+oP(l). (3.9) 
The first two integrals within the braces on the right hand side of (3.9) are 0 
since JK=JH=l. 
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I now show that last two integrals in the braces on the right hand side of 
(3.9) are of order op(k1’2/ T). Each of these integrals can be written as the sum 
of an integral over the ball B(sj, min(pj, Rj)/T”D~) and one over the shell 
B(sj, max(pj, Rj)/T”Dl)\B(sj, min(pj, R,)/ T’lDl). Th e volume of the shell is propor- 
tional to lR,Fl -p,plI/ T. Hence, by Proposition 3.1 and the continuity of p, the 
integrals over the shell are of order op(k1’2/ T). The integrals over the ball can be 
estimated using Assumption 2.6 as follows. If T1lDl( s - sj)/pj, T’jDl(s - s,)/R, E 
NO, l), 
)[ T’lD’(s - sj)/Rj] -[ T”Dl(s - sj)/pj]l s p;‘lRj -pi]. (3.10) 
Now, 
It follows from this, Proposition 3.1 and (A.6) that Rj -pj = O,[ k(2-D1)‘(2DI)]. An 
easy argument using (3.10) and Assummption 2.6 now shows that over the ball the 
two integrals in question are of order o,,( k1’2/ T). This establishes the claim. 
Thus, (3.6) becomes 
k”‘[$(s,) -p*(s,)] 
= 
kp”Pj&‘l A [ (~-~)(X-X)j(Rj)]-k-“2WjV,A~~~(~j)+0,(l) 
[(XPj)-‘+°F41)12 
Since p,(K -H) = 0, we can apply Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 (and Lemma 3.3 and 
(A.6) and Assumption 2.4(c)) to show that k"'[g(sj) -p*(sj)] is asymptotically 
normal with mean 0 and variance ,ypjt~~[ (K - If)*] + p: . This asymptotic variance 
equals 
XP;(t4[(R - HI21 + P,(ff2)) = XPfl%(R2), 
since K -H and H are orthogonal. 0 
Appendix. An asymptotic lemma and proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 
The following can be deduced without much trouble from Theorem 2.5 in Ellis 
(1986). (Use the inequality le” - 1 -i4 +++‘I s ]431, C#J E [w.) 
Lemma A.1. Suppose Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 hold and s, , . . . , s, E RD1 are Jixed 
and distinct. Adopt the following de$nitions. 
(a) L:(O,CO)+(O,CO) s.t. L(T)+a but L(T)/T+O. 
(b) For every T>O,f,,, . . . , fnT are measurable real-valued functions on OBD having 
properties (3.1) with k replaced by L. 
(c) Let {A,: T> O}c BD satisfy (2.1). 
Then for large T, A=([ - v)j$, j = 1,. . . , n, are approximately independent and 
normal with mean 0 and variances p(sj)A+(f$), j = 1,. . . , n, resp. q 
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let 21,) . . . , u,, E R. I study the behavior of P{ V, G a,, . . . , 
V,, G v,} as T -+ ~0. Define for v 2 0, j = 1, . . . , n, 
L,(v) = L,,( II) = max{pp,’ + uk”2, 0}, 
/ii(V) = AjT(ZI) = L,&y~. (A.1) 
Let Lj = Lj(vj), Aj = A,(v,), j = 1, . . . , n. Then, 
{vjGvj,j=l ,...) n}={Rj~Aj,j=l)...) n). (A.21 
By definition of R,, Rj G Aj if and only if Qj(Aj) * k, where Q,(r) = QjT(r) = 
@2,,(r/T”D~), raO,j= 1,. . . , n. Thus, from (A.2) we have 
{VjGvj,j=l,...,n} 
={L,~“2[Qj(Aj)-qj(Aj)]~L~“2[k-qj(Aj)],j=1 ,..., n}, (A.3) 
where e(r) = VCjT(r/ T’IDl), r 2 0, providing L, > 0, j = 1, . . . , n. 
Using the following facts, proved presently, it is easy to prove the proposition 
by applying Lemma A.1 to (A.3). Write p, =p(s,). 
Lj= k{(X$jpj)-‘+ Ujk~“‘+o(l)}. (A.4) 
L~“‘2[kkqj(A,)]=-~,(x$,pj)3’2+o(1). (A.9 
Proofs of (A.4) and (A.5). Since p is continuous and positive at sj, pj,(k)DI/ T + 0. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.3, Assumption 2.4(c), and the definition of pi, 
k=pjxp;@,+p,?lo(l). 
Solving yields, 
TpJ=( k)D1 = ,o,? = k 
1 
P+o(l) 
P(sj)X& 1 as T+m. (‘4.6) 
Substituting this into (A.l) yields (A.4). 
To prove (AS) first use the definitions of pj and qj to write 
k-s,(5) = 
C,(,/ ?“‘I) 
p(s)pu(ds dt) - I C,(A,/T”DI) p(s)p(ds dt), 
a difference of integrals of p over overlapping 
reasoning that led to Lemma 3.3 yields, 
k-qj(Aj)=-~vjk1’2[pj+j+o(l)]+o(l). 
(A.5) now follows from an application of (A.4). 
domains. From this, the line of 
0 
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Proof of Proposition 3.2. If ~20, let Xj(u)=XjT(u)=A(l-v)Yt;(u). Let 5 be a 
nonnegative integer and if M = (ml, . . . , m,) E Z”, let 
WC+ = Wn,,, = {( mj - 1)2-l < vj 6 m,2F} 
= {A,[(m, - 1)2-9 < Rj s Aj(mj2-“)}, 
WMi = w,, = n WI+ 
j 
IIMII =max lmjl, 
xj<T = C xj[Aj(mj2-‘)11WMc~ 
IIMl1<2’int(k l/4) 
(where int(x) is the integer part of x E R) and 
&r = c m,2-il WMi. 
IIMI1~2’int(k 114) 
I will need a few lemmas. 
Lemma A.2. For each M E Z” and t the r.v.‘sXj[Aj( mj2-1)], j = 1, . . . , n, are asymptoti- 
cally independent of 1 wMi. 
Proof. Define xj as in (3.7). Then l,, only depends on Xj(Aj[( m, - 1)2-l]) and 
Xj(A,( mj2-‘)), j = 1, . . . , n, where Xl(u) = A([- ~/)%~(u). Applying Lemma A.1 to 
the functions f, = +Yc[Aj( mj2-‘)] + f3xj(Aj[( mj - 1)2-[I)( 4, 8 E R) we find that for 
each j= 1,. . . , n, Xj[Aj(m,2-‘)I and X~(Aj[(mj-1)2-i]) are, for large T, approxi- 
mately jointly normal with covariance proportional to 
I Y~(Aj(mj2-‘)). FR”(Aj[(mj-1)2-i]) dp. 
But this +O since p,K =O. Thus, Xj(Aj(mj2-I)) and X~(Aj[(mj-1)2-i]) are 
asymptotically independent (j = 1, . . . , n). By the same lemma, if i fj, Xi(Ai(mi2-‘)) 
and XJ( Aj[ (m, - 1)2-‘1) are asymptotically independent. Similar remarks apply to 
X~(Aj(mj2-‘)) (j = 1,. . . , n). The lemma is proved. q 
Let Xloom,. . .,X,,, be independent normal r.v.‘s with mean 0 and variances 
Y’P1W2). 
Lemma A.3. Given a nonnegative integer f; (X1<=, . . . , X,,,,) converges in distri- 
bution to (Xlmoo, . . . ,X,,,,). Moreover, (XlrT, . . . , XniT) and ( VICT, . . . , V,,,) are 
asymptotically independent. 
Proof. Given ME??“, Lemma A.1 tells us that (X,[A,(m,2-‘)I,. . . , X,,[A,(m,2-i)]) 
converges in distribution to (Xlooco, . . . , X,,,). Let M E Z” and xi E R (j = 1, . . . , n). 
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Then eventually 
pixj<TL <Xj, VjiT=mj2-5,j=1 )...) n} 
f-7 {Xj[Aj(rn,2~~)]~Xj} n w,, j > 1 
The lemma now follows from Lemma A.2 (and Proposition 3.1). 0 
For T fixed, as { + ~0, X,,, + XjaT = 1 (maxJv,l~int(kl/4~~Xj(~j) pointwise (use 
Assumption 2.6). 
Lemma A.4 For each j and l, IX,,, - Xjm7/ + 0 in probability as T + 00 and, hence, 
XjCOT + xjmcc in distribution. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma A.3 and: 
x,,, -x,,., + 0 in probability uniformly in 5, 5’ E (0, 1,2, . . . }, (A.7) 
which I now prove. Suppose 5 > &/a 0 are integers, then 
Ixj<T-X,,‘Tl 
= c ,,4 lXj(Aj[m’(mj) ’ 2-5’l)-xj(hj(mj2-‘>)J1~~~, 
ijM11=2’int(k 1 
where m’( mj) = int[( mj - 1)25’-5] + 1. For s E RDl, let 
AK,(s) = sup 
T l/D, T IID, 
Aj( m’2-“‘) ’ ’ Aj(m2-“) ’ ’ >I ’ 
o, w’=O, 1,2,. . .; 2~“]m], 2-“‘lm’l~int(k”4) 
I 
, 
so 
(A.8) 
We can apply Lemma A.1 to compute the asymptotic distribution of the r.v. whose 
absolute value is the right hand side of (A.8). The variance in the large sample 
normal distribution will involve p,AKf . That integral can be estimated as in the 
calculation following (3.9) above. ((A.4) may help.) The result is that the large 
sample variance goes to 0. Le. the right hand side of (A.8) + 0 in probability. (A.7) 
now follows from (A.8) and the lemma is proved. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.2 (continued). Let 
Z,=(yT,Xj,,,Xj,,,j=l ,..., n;f:=O,1,2 ,... ). 
Then by Proposition 3.1 and Lemmas A.3 and A.4, every component of ZT converges 
in distribution. This implies that the distributions of ZT, T > 1, are tight (Billingsley, 
1968, p. 37). Hence, any sequence of T’s converging to cc has a subsequence {T(r)} 
s.t. -G(,, converges in distribution as a random element of R” as r + ~0. 
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By the Skorokhod theorem (Shorack and Wellner, 1986, p. 47), we may assume 
that, after possibly changing probability spaces, ZTCr) converges a.s. In particular, 
we may assume that XjaT(r) and yTCr) converge a.s. to normal r.v.‘s X,,,, V,,,. 
Then, for each j and c, Xj<Tcr, converges a.s. to Xj,, (by Lemma A.4) and yCTCr) 
converges a.s. to VjCm = CM mj2-’ * l{( “ZJ - 1)2-” < Vja, s mj2?} as r + 00. Further- 
more, Vjca7+ Vjm, a.s. as ~+co. But, for every c, Xi,,, V& (i, j=l,. .., n) are 
independent by Lemma A.3. Hence, so are Xi,,, I&_,, j = 1,. . . , n. I.e. XjmT(r) and 
%(r) are asymptotically independent. This is true even on the original probability 
space. 
Finally, note that XjmTCr) - XjTCr,[Rjr.Cr,] + 0 in probability as r + 00. To sum up, 
any sequence of T’s converging to infinity has a further subsequence T(r) s.t. 
XjTcr,[&cr,l and Qcr) have the desired joint asymptotic distribution. The proposi- 
tion follows. 0 
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